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Cathy Kert Interiors decorates a North Falmouth house 
for three generations to enjoy, all while collaborating 

remotely with the owners several states away.

BY JANICE RANDALL ROHLF  |  PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAN CUTRONA

A FAMILY  AFFAIR
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During the pandemic, typical face-to-face transactions moved online—buying groceries and taking 
classes, to name some of the most common. But John and Courtney Duffey, who live in the suburbs of 
Chicago, made the ultimate long-distance purchase when they closed on a house 1,000 miles away, in 

Falmouth, without ever seeing it in person. Not only that, but they also hired local interior designers Cathy Kert and 
Erika Eccleston of CKI to decorate, furnish and lightly renovate their new home. The process, like the home purchase 
itself, was completely remote.

“When I came out a week and a half ago, it was the first time I’d actually seen the house,” Duffey said in early July, 
seated at the dining room table with his wife, Kert and Eccleston. “We came inside, and it was just so awesome. It 
exceeded our expectations—the décor, of course, but also the energy and the location, the neighborhood.” 

Over the course of seven months, Duffey kept in close touch with CKI via numerous texts, phone calls, emails and 
Zoom sessions to discuss the selection and placement of furniture and art, along with some small renovation projects. 

“Usually, to get a house to this stage, it typically would take several years,” says Kert, who got to work right after the 
closing in December 2020 and wrapped everything up—despite pandemic challenges like supply chain delays—to 
meet her July 4, 2021, deadline. The house, in a North Falmouth enclave within walking distance of the beach, was in 
very good shape—for some, it may have even been turnkey. But Duffey had other ideas.

“We wanted a nice beach house look that was elegant and charming,” shares Duffey. “When I saw Cathy’s website, 
I could tell she was really good and that her tastes were similar to mine and my wife’s.” Kert chose pieces that were 
classic yet had a fresh twist to them, like spindle accent chairs in the living room and a rattan headboard in an upstairs 
bedroom. Eschewing a nautical red-white-and-blue theme, she incorporated beachy colors that are more subtle, like 
coral, taupe and pale blue in pillows, throws and other accents. 

Gentle coastal colors in the living room make it an inviting spot to gather with family and friends for conversation 
or  to watch sunsets. The homeowner located just the right bar, which CKI set up and accessorized. 
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Clockwise from top left: Pillows feature fabric from Beth Odence at Design No. 5. Welcoming guest bedroom/home office makes a lovely retreat.
Paine’s Patio provided attractive and comfortable outdoor furniture and helped CKI meet its deadlines during this challenging year. 

Bearing no resemblance to an ordinary rec room, the 
basement is casually yet tastefully decorated with comfy 
couches and, like the rest of the house, sea-inspired art. Kid-
friendly coastal-patterned fabrics—horseshoe crabs, seaweed 
and mermaid’s purses—from Cape Cod–based Design No. 5 
cover pillows, and artwork includes an original oil painting 
of a schooner from Falmouth artist Julia O’Malley-Keyes 
(two more of her paintings hang upstairs). More whimsical, a 
lobster and an octopus from Joe’s Fresh Fish Prints also adorn 
the finished basement.

Given the Duffeys’ passion for art and guidelines from them 
about the styles they favored, Kert scoured galleries and took 

snapshots, which she then sent to John along with links to the 
sources. The collection of original art in the house includes 
pieces from local O’Malley-Keyes and from Hillary Osborn and 
Doug Rugh, who own a gallery in Falmouth. “Art is beautiful 
and collectible,” says Duffey, adding with a smile that “we may 
have gotten a little carried away, once we saw all the beautiful art 
created on Cape Cod.” 

In addition to the way it was decorated, the manner in which 
the house would function was an important part of the equation. 
The plan was for Duffey’s parents, Rachael and John, to live in the 
house now and for the foreseeable future. Eventually, John and 
Courtney will use it as their retirement home. Kert, a Certified 

The cozy sitting area off the dining room is a perfect spot to enjoy morning coffee or an after-dinner drink.
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Aging-in-Place Specialist, added attractive lighting 
and accessories to subtly bring safety features into 
the lovely home. Explains Duffey: “We wanted 
something that was good for Mom and Dad, and 
something that we would have in our family forever.”

As for choosing to buy a house on Cape Cod 
sight unseen, John had a very good reason. No 
stranger to Falmouth, he has a brother and a sister, 
plus nieces, who live in the vicinity of New Silver 
Beach year-round. In fact, Rachael would drive two 
hours each way from her longtime home in  Hudson, 
Mass., every week to babysit her grandkids, and John 
and his family would make the trip from Libertyville 
every summer. They are a close-knit family, and the 
newly acquired house is within a half-mile of both 
his brother’s and sister’s houses, which makes get-
togethers among all the cousins a cinch.

Originally, Kert was brought on to furnish and 
decorate just the first floor. Once that was underway 
and Duffey liked what he saw, he asked her to take 
on the second floor as well. Before long, a punch 
list started to grow, including CKI-designed custom 
furniture and finish carpentry details as well as the 

Above: An original nautical oil painting by Julia O’Malley-Keyes sets the tone for 
relaxing in comfort on Cape Cod. Below: Kert selected prints from Joe’s Fish Art 
to bring coastal whimsy and color to the décor.

Unique coastal lighting 
pulls the casual vibe into 
the dining room, where 
another breathtaking 
painting by Julia O’Malley-
Keyes is showcased.
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Above: Hyannis-based Lewis & Weldon designed the kitchen. Below: CKI pulled together a custom mirror, bedding, 
draperies, accents and art for a serene master bedroom. 

design, finishing and furnishing of the basement. “We 
trusted each other on so many levels,” says Duffey, “which 
was really nice.”

Eccleston can take credit for spiffing up the patios, 
creating the layout and using teak pieces from Paine’s 
Patio in Pocasset, among other outdoor furniture. CKI’s 
administrative assistant, Donna Mohan, was critical 
in her role of tracking and following up on the many 
orders during the challenging economic period, making 
sure that the orders were processed and shipped as 
quickly as possible. 

The Illinois Duffeys have always looked forward 
to coming to Falmouth, even when it meant 16-hour 
car rides when their kids were young. With this newly 
decorated house as a destination, vacations will be even 
more enjoyable. “We’ll come much more frequently now,” 
says John. “We stayed for two weeks in July instead of 
one this time. We’ll come in August for a long weekend 
and then be back for Thanksgiving. Now that we have the 
house, we’re planning to come here often to see my parents 
and create more wonderful memories as a family.”  

Clockwise from above: A custom daybed is perfect 
for sleepovers with the cousins. CKI added a barn 
door and custom shelving to complete the laundry 
room. Kert and Eccleston had fun decorating the 
built-in bunk with coastal Cape Cod accessories 
and custom bedding. 


